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	Financial Accounting: An Introduction (5th Edition), 9780273718406 (0273718401), Pearson Education, 2010

	Financial Accounting: an Introduction is aimed at first-level undergraduates on business studies degrees taking introductory financial accounting classes; first-level specialist accounting undergraduate students; introductory core accounting for MBA and postgraduate specialist Masters students (e.g. finance, actuarial studies), focusing on analysis through the accounting equation and a questioning approach to problem solving; and professional courses where accounting is introduced for the first time.
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Adaptive Learning of Polynomial Networks: Genetic Programming, Backpropagation and Bayesian MethodsSpringer, 2006
This book delivers theoretical and practical knowledge for developing algorithms that infer linear and non-linear multivariate models, providing a methodology for inductive learning of polynomial neural network models (PNN) from data. The text emphasizes an organized model identification process by which to discover models that generalize and...


		

Growing Object-Oriented Software, Guided by TestsAddison Wesley, 2009
Test-Driven Development (TDD) is now an established technique for delivering better software faster. TDD is based on a simple idea: Write tests for your code before you write the code itself. However, this "simple" idea takes skill and judgment to do well. Now there's a practical guide to TDD that takes you beyond...


		

Web Commerce Security: Design and DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A top-level security guru for both eBay and PayPal and a best-selling information systems security author show how to design and develop secure Web commerce systems.


	Whether it's online banking or ordering merchandise using your cell phone, the world of online commerce requires a high degree of security to protect you during...





	

Tactical Trend Trading: Strategies for Surviving and Thriving in Turbulent MarketsApress, 2012

	"Follow trends and make money, or don't follow trends and don't make money. Robert Robbins wants investors to follow trends. His effort is to be saluted." —Michael W. Covel, bestselling author of Trend Following, The Complete Turtle Trader, and Trend Commandments 
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Programming MapPoint in .NETO'Reilly, 2005
Interactive web maps generated by MapPoint-Microsoft's popular mapping technology are crucial for businesses in a number of fields, including real estate, package delivery, and commercial air travel.  In a word, MapPoint provides businesses with "location."  Specifically, it provides an integrated set of products,...


		

SimCity 4: Deluxe Edition (also Covers Rush Hour Expansion)Prima Games, 2003
SimCity just keeps getting bigger and better, doesn’t it? Fortunately, so does this book, with a brand-new section dedicated to the copious new features introduced in Rush Hour.

The first seven parts of this book are for all SimCity players, illustrating the basics and delving in deep to enable anyone to become an expert Mayor....
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